Enhancement of the Knowledge on Fungal Communities in Directly Brined Aloreña de Málaga Green Olive Fermentations by Metabarcoding Analysis
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Abstract

Nowadays, our knowledge of the fungal biodiversity in fermented vegetables is limited although these microorganisms could have a great influence on the quality and safety of this kind of food. This work uses a metagenetic approach to obtain basic knowledge of the fungal community ecology during the course of fermentation of natural Aloreña de Málaga table olives, from reception of raw material to edible fruits. For this purpose, samples of brines and fruits were collected from two industries in Guadalhorce Valley (Málaga, Spain) at different moments of fermentation (0, 7, 30 and 120 days). The physicochemical and microbial counts performed during fermentation showed the typical evolution of this type of processes, mainly dominated by yeasts in apparent absence of Enterobacteriaceae and Lactobacillaceae. High-throughput barcoded pyrosequencing analysis of ITS1-5.8S-ITS2 region showed a low biodiversity of the fungal community, with the presence at 97% identity of 29 different fungal genera included in 105 operational taxonomic units (OTUs). The most important genera in the raw material at the moment of reception in the industry were Penicillium, Cladosporium, Malassezia, and Candida, whilst after 4 months of fermentation in brines Zygotorulaspora and Pichia were predominant, whereas in fruits were Candida, Penicillium, Debaryomyces and Saccharomyces. The fungal genera Penicillium, Pichia, and Zygotorulaspora were shared among the three types of substrates during all the course of fermentation, representing the core fungal population for this table olive specialty. A phylogenetic analysis of the ITS sequences allowed a more accurate assignment of diverse OTUs to Pichia manshurica, Candida parapsilosis/C. tropicalis, Candida diddensiae, and Citteromyces nyonensis clades. This study highlights the existence of a complex fungal consortium in olive fermentations including phytopathogenic, saprofitic, spoilage and fermentative genera. Insights into the ecology, identification and quantification of fungi species in
Introduction

The cultivation of Olea europaea tree has a dual purpose, the production of both edible table olives and olive oil, which depends of the olive variety used. When refer table olives, we are talking of a traditional fermented vegetable with many centuries of history in the Mediterranean basin, with a worldwide production which nowadays exceeds 2.5 million tons/year [1]. Green Spanish-style, Greek naturally black and ripe Californian styles are the most popular commercial table olive preparations [2]. However, in the last years, consumers are demanding more traditional and natural homemade seasoned olives. This is the case of Aloreña de Málaga, a traditional green olive preparation from Guadalhorce Valley (Málaga, Spain) with a Protected Designation of Origin (PDO) recognized by the European Union [3]. This olive cultivar has unique features which make them quite different from others: its fruits are characterized by an excellent flesh-to-stone ratio, a green–yellow color, a crispy firmness, and a peculiar mild bitter taste. Due to its low-to-moderate concentrations of bitter compounds, the processing does not include alkaline debittering. Thus, they are produced as natural olives and seasoned at the moment of packaging. The manufacturing process is carried out spontaneously by small and medium enterprises placed in, or very close to, the region of production [4].

Lactic acid bacteria (LAB) have an important role during fermentation of lye treated table olives [5]. These microorganisms produce lactic acid and bacteriocins by sugars consumption, contributing to the safe preservation of olives. However, in directly brined (natural) olives, yeasts are also relevant microorganisms coexisting with LAB during fermentation process, or even being the majority microorganisms if LAB are inhibited by the presence of phenolic compounds or the high salt and low pH levels obtained [2, 6]. Yeasts are unicellular eukaryotic microorganisms classified in Fungi kingdom, isolated from many foods and ubiquitous in nature. Their presence during table olive processing was reported in the earliest studies of this product [7–8]. In particular, they can play a double role acting as desirable (due to both technological and probiotic characteristics) or spoilage microorganisms (production of CO₂, unwanted odors/flavors, the consumption of lactic acid, the softening of fruits or clouding of olive brines) [9]. In the last years, diverse publications have emphasized the great importance that yeasts could have during olive fermentations [9–12].

Recently, diverse molecular methods have been used to identify the yeast species associated to Spanish style [13–14] and natural [11–12, 15–17] industrial olive fermentations. In the specific case of the Aloreña de Málaga olive cultivar, diverse authors have used a culture-dependent approach based in RFLP analysis of the 5.8- Internal Transcriber Spacer (ITS) region and sequencing of the D1/D2 domains of 26S rRNA gene to determine the yeast biota associated to this table olive specialty [13, 18–19]. However, the use of methods that rely on the cultivation of microorganism in selective media do not offer a complete profile of the microbial diversity that is present in olive ecosystem and only a small portion of the true microbial population is detected. For this reason, a culture-independent approach (PCR-DGGE) for the study of the yeast biodiversity in Aloreña de Málaga fermentations was also used [20]. All these studies were performed exclusively with brines and they did not take into consideration the study of the fungal population adhered to olive surface, which is finally the food intake by consumers.

High-throughput sequencing has emerged as a new culture-independent tool to quantitatively investigate the biodiversity of microbial communities in foods in order to look at
dominant as well as minor microbial populations, gaining at the same time information of the fermentative process and the microbiota of raw materials [21–22]. It also has revolutionized the field of food microbial ecology via more accurate identification of microbial taxa without the need for cultivation-dependent methods, showing a huge previously unknown microbial diversity no revealed by conventional methodologies. In the specific case of table olive fermentations, recently this powerful methodology has been used for the study of the bacterial biodiversity adhered to the surface of diverse Italian olive varieties using the 16S rRNA encoding gene as marker [23–24], but no attention was paid in those studies on fungal communities. Unfortunately, information based in high-throughput sequencing of ITS region to determine the fungal population dynamic in fermented vegetables is still scarce. The use of next generation sequencing to decipher a fungal ecosystem requires a different approach, targeting the ITS region, a non-coding DNA sequence situated between the small-subunit ribosomal RNA (rRNA) and large-subunit rRNA genes in the chromosome. The ITS database is somewhat less advanced than for the 16S rDNA gene, but it is gradually improving in the last years [25].

The aim of this study was to use a metagenetic approach to obtain basic knowledge of the changes in the fungal communities through raw material until end of fermentation of PDO Aloreña de Málaga table olives, to rationally assess the influence of industry of origin, ecological niche and fermentation time on the population dynamics of these eukaryotic microorganisms. Insight into the fungal life of table olive fermentation will allow us to obtain valuable information of the fermentation process and the structure of fungal community for the design of new strategies to improve the quality and safety of this fermented vegetable.

Materials and Methods

Type of samples

Samples were obtained from industrial fermentations of PDO Aloreña de Málaga table olives during October 2014 to January 2015. Fruits were harvested at green maturation stage, washed to remove impurities, cracked and directly brined in a 110 g/L NaCl solution in fermentations vessels with 220 L capacity (130 kg fruits). When necessary, fermentation vessels were supplemented with new brine of 120 g/L NaCl and 13 g/L citric acid. Two different industries labelled as COP (UTM ETRS89 coordinate 333969–4066126) and TOL (UTM ETRS89 coordinate 331261–4061750) located at Guadalhorce Valley (Malaga, Spain) were sampled. Both industries are separated by a distance of almost 5.3 km by air but they produce the same denomination of product (traditional PDO Aloreña de Málaga olives). Samples were obtained from two different fermentations vessels in each industry from fermentation brines (B) and fruits (F) at the time of reception in the factory (fresh fruit, FF) and after 7 (initial stage of fermentation), 30 (minimum time of brining contemplated by PDO Aloreña de Málaga normative) and 120 (moment of packaging established by demand) days of fermentation. Table 1 shows the references of the 28 samples analyzed in the present study and their origin.

Monitoring of the industrial fermentations

The analyses of brines for NaCl, pH, titratable and combined acidity were carried out using the routine methods described for table olives [2]. For the counts of microbial populations (Enterobacteriaceae, yeasts and LAB) in both brine and fruits, samples were spread in selective media according to methods previously described [26]. Counts were expressed as log_{10} cfu/mL for brines, or log_{10} cfu/g for olives.
All samples were treated in the same day for DNA extraction from solid or liquid olive matrix. In the case of brine samples, a volume of 50 mL was taken from fermentation vessels and spun at 9,000 x g for 20 min at 5°C. Then, the pellet was washed twice in saline solution (9 g/L NaCl). In the case of fruit samples, 20 g of pulp was homogenized with 50 mL of saline solution in a stomacher and the aqueous phase was spun to get a pellet with same conditions describe above. DNA isolation was done using the PowerFood Microbial DNA Isolation Kit (MoBio, Carlsbad, Calif.) according to the manufacturer instructions. Purified DNA samples (~10 ng/μL) were stored at –20°C until use.

DNA extracts obtained from the 28 collected samples (4 from FF, 12 from F and 12 from B; see Table 1) were used for the fungal community analysis. This way, the 28 DNA samples were submitted to PCR-amplification of the ITS1-5.8S-ITS2 of rRNA gene. Three independent 20-μL PCRs were performed for each sample using a tailed PCR approach. For the first PCR round the ITS1F (5’-CTTGGTCATTAGGAGAAGTA A-3’) primer that specifically amplify fungal sequences [27] linked to universal M13/pUC forward (5’-GTTGTAAACGACGACGACG).
CAGT-3') sequence and the ITS4 (5'-TCCTCCGCTTATTGATA TGC-3') primer linked to universal M13/pUC reverse (5'-CACAGGAAACAGCTATGAC C-3') sequence (M13F-ITS4 and M13R-ITS1F) were used [28]. The cycling program for the first round of PCR was an initial denaturation step of 10 min at 95°C, followed by 35 cycles of 1 min denaturation at 95°C, 45 s annealing at 55°C and 1 min extension at 72°C, and a final 10 min extension step at 72°C followed by a 4°C soak. Then, second PCR reactions were performed using a 10x dilution of the first PCR product with the fusion forward primer of the Lib-L consisting of the A-adaptor sequence 5'-'CCATCTCATCCCTGCG TGTCTCCGAC-3' followed by the 4-base calibration sequence 5'-'TCAG-3', a 10-base MID oligonucleotide to differentiate each of the 28 samples and the 20-base M13F/pUC forward oligonucleotide. The reverse fusion primer consisted of the Lib-L B-adaptor sequence 5'-'CCTATCCCCTGTGTGC TTGGCAGTC-3' followed by the 4-base calibration sequence, and the 20-base M13/pUC reverse oligonucleotide. The cycling program for this second round of PCR was an initial denaturation step of 5 min at 95°C, followed by 15 cycles of 20 s denaturation at 95°C, 20 s annealing at 60°C and 30 s extension at 72°C, and a final 5 min extension step at 72°C followed by a 4°C soak. HPLC-purified oligonucleotides were synthesized by TIB MOLBIOL (Berlin, Germany). All PCR reactions were run in a T100TM Thermal Cycler (Bio-rad, Madrid Spain) using the FastStart High Fidelity Polymerase (Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Mannheim, Germany) and conditions recommended by the manufacturer for pyrosequencing analysis for long amplicons. The PCR products were purified twice with AgencourtH AMPureH XP PCR purification system (Agencourt Bioscience Co., Beverly, MA, USA) and quantified using the Quant-iT dsDNA Assay kit High sensitivity (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) and a fluorometer (BioTek Instruments, Winooski, VT, USA). Subsequently, all samples from each run were pooled in equimolar concentrations and purified again twice with AgencourtH AMPureH XP PCR. Pools of the 28 samples were diluted to obtain a total of 1x10^5 copies/μL and emulsion PCR was performed with the Lib-L kit (454 Life Sciences) according to manufacturer’s instructions for long reads. DNA positive beads were enriched, counted on the GS Junior Bead Counter, and loaded onto a picotiter plate and run in a 454 Life Sciences (Roche) Junior platform according to the standard platform protocols for long sequencing runs.

Bioinformatic analysis of pyrosequencing reads

Sequences were processed and analyzed according to procedures previously described [29] using the Quantitative Insights into Microbial Ecology (QIIME) pipeline (version v1.9.1. http://qiime.sourceforge.net/) with default parameters unless otherwise noted. Sequences were first screened for quality using the following parameters: minimum quality score of 25, minimum sequence length of 200 bp, maximum length 1,000 bp, and no ambiguous bases in the entire sequence or mismatches in the primer sequence. Any sequences not meeting these parameters were excluded from downstream analyses. Sequences were then sorted by barcode into their respective samples and the barcode and primer sequences were removed. Chimeras were removed and operational taxonomic units (OTUs) were clustered de novo (pick_de_novo_otus.py script) using USEARCH at 97% identity. Taxonomy was assigned to the OTUs against the UNITE version 7 database for ITS sequences [30] available at http://qiime.org/home_static/dataFiles.html and then compared manually to that obtained against NCBI database (last access 25/02/2016). GI identifiers of found best-match sequences were used to extract taxonomy from NCBI taxonomy database. Singleton OTUs were filtered out of the entire dataset to reduce the noise caused by PCR or sequencing error, and we also discarded those OTUs that were present in less than 10% of samples. Sequences are available at the Sequence Read Archive of Genbank under BioProject ID PRJNA317749.
Differences between fungal communities were calculated in QIIME using rarefaction curves of alpha-diversity indexes including estimates of community richness (such as the Chao1 estimator, Richness or the observed number of OTUs present in each sample, and Good's coverage). Rarefaction analysis was performed using rarefied OTU tables (rarefied to 730 sequences; the lowest number of reads obtained for any of the 28 DNA samples analyzed to control for differing depths of sequencing across the samples), 100 replications, and cut-offs of 97% sequence similarity. Beta-diversity Bray-curtis distance matrices were built after subsampling all samples to an even depth of 730 sequences per sample. Taxonomic abundances within each identified Phylum to genus level were visualized using Krona hierarchical data browser [31]. Principal coordinates analysis (PCoA) was also performed on the Bray-curtis dissimilarity matrices to visualize the differences between the sample types, and visualized using the KiNG graphics program (http://kinemage.biochem.duke.edu/software/king.php). Statistical significance of differences in alpha-diversity were performed with QIIME using a nonparametric two sample t-test with 999 Monte Carlo permutations on number of observations and Chao1 and in beta-diversity a nonparametric ANOSIM tests on Bray-Curtis distance matrices (ITS).

Phylogenetic analysis

For more accurate assignation of OTUs at species levels, ITS sequences of all OTUs assigned to Pichia, Candida, Debaryomyces, and Lodderomyces were aligned using the MEGA software version 5.05 [32] with those acquired from GenBank database for diverse reference type strains of Candida, Pichia, Debaryomyces, Lodderomyces, Citeromyces, Wickerhamomyces, Yamadazyma, and Meyrozyma species, previously curated in diverse published works of phylogeny and related with table olive processing [9]. Phylogenetic and molecular evolutionary analyses were conducted using the MEGA software version 5.05 only with ITS sequences >300 bp. The evolutionary distance data were calculated from Kimura's two-parameter model with the maximum-likelihood method [33]. Gaps and missing data were treated as complete deletions. Confidence limits were estimated from bootstrap analysis (1000 replicates).

Results

Verification of the fermentation process

The fermentation process of traditional Aloreña de Málaga table olives was followed during four months in two different factories by physicochemical and microbiological analyses. The evolution of the main physicochemical characteristics showed a similar behavior in both industries, except salt concentration which was slightly lower in TOL industry at the onset of fermentation (67 g/L) than in COP (80 g/L). The profile of pH and combined acidity in brines was kept practically constant during all fermentation process, with mean values of 4.4 and 0.10 Eq/L, respectively. On the contrary, the salt concentration and titratable acidity increased through fermentation process, reaching similar final values in both industries with 95 g/L and 0.60%, respectively. These data show the acidified and salted environment that olive fermentations represent for microorganisms.

Regarding microbial counts, yeasts were the predominant microorganism detected during the study. Thereby, they increased their population levels during fermentation process, with counts higher in TOL than in COP industry for much time of fermentation (Fig 1). However, after four months of study, this fungal group reached practically the same population level in both industries, with \(5.0 \log_{10} \text{cfu/mL} \) in brines, and \(4.5 \log_{10} \text{cfu/g} \) in fruits. Enterobacteriaceae and LAB were below limit of detection (\(<1.2 \log_{10}\)) during all fermentation process, in both fruits and cover brines.
Table olive fungal community structure

The complete panel of amplicons of the ITS-PCR products obtained from the 28 samples analyzed yielded a total of 70,983 raw sequences, with a mean of 1,928 reads per sample and average length of 554 bp. After denoising of data for poor quality sequences, we recovered 54,005 high-quality ITS rRNA gene sequences with an average of 1,823 sequences per sample. From those, it was obtained a total of 52,453 sequences that could be appropriately classified into OTUs with a mean of 1,873 classifiable sequences per sample. Table 1 shows the total number of reads obtained in the different samples, as well as the number of OTUs assigned.

Fig 1. Yeast counts in brines (A) and fruits (B) during industrial fermentation process of Alcora de Málaga table olives. TOL and COP stands for the two different industries analyzed in this work.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0163135.g001
According to the analysis of the complete ITS data set, the structure of the global fungi community composition showed big differences between the three types of substrates analyzed (fresh fruit, fermented fruit and brine samples) (S1–S3 Figs). The analysis showed that the fungal phyla Ascomycota was the most represented in the three substrates, with 99% of sequences in fermented fruit and brine samples, while the phylum Basidiomycota was also represented with 4% of sequences in fresh fruits (with the family Malasseziaceae). Within Ascomycota phylum, in fresh fruits the classes Saccharomycetes, Dothideomycetes, and Eurotiales were practically represented in the same proportions (S1 Fig), whilst in brines and fermented fruit samples the Saccharomycetes was clearly the predominant class (S2 and S3 Figs). At family taxa, Saccharomycetaceae and Pichiaceae were the most important families in both brine and fermented fruit samples. On the contrary, the families Mycosphaerellaceae and Trichocomaceae, together with Candida (included in Incertae sedis), were found in higher proportions in fresh fruits (S1–S3 Figs).

ITS sequences were associated with a total of 105 OTUs belonging to 29 different fungal genera, with an average of 25 observed OTUs (6 to 50) per sample (see Table 1). Only 1.58% of total sequences could not be assigned at genus level. Despite the high number of taxa identified, few genera accounted for most reads. The frequency of fungi genera changed with the type of substrate, during the fermentation process and between factories (Fig 2). This way, the genera Candida, Cladosporium, Penicillium, and Malassezia accounted for 95% of sequences in fresh fruits. On the contrary, in the fermented fruits, the majority of genera at the onset of fermentation (7 days) were Zygoruraspora (>75% sequences), while at 30th day were Pichia and Zygoruraspora, and at the end of fermentation process (120 days) dominated Penicillium, Candida, Saccharomyces, and Debaryomyces were prevalent, in this order. In the fermentation brine samples, at the beginning of fermentation, Candida, Cladosporium, and Saccharomyces were the genera found in higher proportions (>90% sequences), at 30th day were Zygoruraspora and Pichia, whilst at the end of fermentation process the dominant genera were Zygoruraspora, Pichia, and Penicillium (Fig 2). Although there were some differences in the fungal community composition between both industries, those were sown mainly at the end of the fermentation process and in brine samples (Fig 2).

Biodiversity of the fungal community

The Venn diagrams show that the number of unique and shared fungal OTUs changed with the type of substrate and during the course of fermentation (Fig 3). Taking into consideration only the type of substrate, the highest number of fungal OTUs was observed for brines samples (102), followed by fermented olives (92) and fresh fruits (59). A total of 47 OTUs (44.8%) represented the core fungal population for the three types of substrates, whilst fermented fruit and brine samples sharing a higher number of OTUs (89, 85.0%). Only 4 OTUs were unique for brine samples (Fig 3A), belonging to genera Pyrenochaeta, Alternaria, Bionectria, and Candida (C. tartivorans), where there were not specific OTUs for fruit samples. S1 Table shows the OTUs assigned by metabarcoding analysis at genera and species levels shared among the three types of substrates analyzed. Among the fungi species present in all substrates (raw material, fermented fruit and brine samples) we can foreground Penicillium paneum, Aspergillus niger, Candida diddensiae, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Zygoruraspora mrakii, Debaryomyces hanseni, and Lodderomyces elongisporus, together with genus Pichia. Looking exclusively at fruit samples, 12 fungal OTUs (11.9%) were shared by all sampling times including fresh fruits. The number of OTUs increased with fermentation time (i.e., 45 OTUs for F-0, 47 OTUs for F-1, and 59 OTUs for F-4) (Fig 3B). Fermented fruits after 30 days of fermentation (F-1) showed the highest number of unique OTUs (Fig 3B). S2 Table shows the OTUs assigned at genera and
Fig 2. Relative abundance (%) of fungi at genera or family level obtained by pyrosequencing analysis throughout the fermentation process. The different industries (COP and TOL) are shown together (upper graph) and independently (middle and bottom graphs). FF, F, and B stands for fresh fruits, fermented fruits and fermentation brines, respectively, while 0, 1 and 4 stands for the different sampling times (0, 1 and 4 months of fermentation, respectively).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0163135.g002
species level shared among the fruits in all sampling times. This way, the species *P. paneum*, *S. cerevisiae*, and *Z. mrakii* were present in the fruits during all the course of fermentation, together with genera *Pichia* and *Cladosporium*. In brine samples, a total of 18 fungal OTUs (17.6%) were shared among all times with the brines samples at 7 days of fermentation showing the highest number of total and unique OTUs (*Fig 3C*). *S3 Table* shows the OTUs assigned at genera and species levels shared among the brine samples in the different sampling time. *Z. mrakii* and *D. hansenii* were the only species present in the brine during all the course of fermentation, accompanied by the genera *Pichia* and *Penicillium*. In summary, the fungi genera *Penicillium*, *Pichia*, and *Zygotorulaspora* were shared among the three types of substrates assayed during all the course of fermentation (see *S1–S3 Tables*), representing the core fungal population for *Aloreña de Málaga* table olive fermentations.

The fungal community was also analyzed using rarefaction curves and richness estimator (Chao1 index). The Chao1 index varied from 5.70 (one of the brine samples obtained from COP industry after 30 days of fermentation) to 57.99 (one of the brine samples obtained from the same factory at the onset of fermentation) (*Table 1*). The rarefaction analysis assigned to 97% of OTUs similarity showed the achievement of the saturation zone for all samples, suggesting that a number of fungal reads of 730 per sample was satisfactory to obtain a good coverage despite the diversity of sequencing depth between samples (*Table 1; Fig 4*). Thus, there was a satisfactory coverage of the fungal diversity for all the samples analyzed with Good’s coverage values above 98.6% for all samples (*Table 1*). Alpha-diversity rarefaction curves indicated that globally there were no significant differences (*P* >0.05) between industries with most differences occurring between fruit and brines samples and during the fermentation process (*P* <0.05), with similar pattern for both alpha-diversity indexes (Chao1 and Richness) (in *Fig 4* only data for Richness are shown). For fruit samples, there were no significant differences (*P* >0.05) differences in alpha-diversity, with a slight trend to decrease alpha-diversity after 30 days of fermentation. For brine samples, there were significant differences (*P* <0.05) during the fermentation process, with the lowest alpha-diversity values occurring 30 days after the fermentation started in both industries and the highest alpha-diversity values at the beginning of fermentation (*Fig 4*).

Finally, beta-diversity analysis based in PCoA of Bray-Curtis distance matrices of ITS sequences segregated olive fruits samples unprocessed (FF) and at the beginning of the
fermentation process (F-0) from the rest of samples along PC1 (30% of total variance) irrespec-
tively of the industry, while samples at 30\textsuperscript{th} and after 120\textsuperscript{th} days of fermentation were mainly
separated along PC2 axis (22% of variance). On the contrary, all fermented fruit and brines
samples for both industries tended to group together at 30\textsuperscript{th} (with one exception; sample from
fermentation vessel A in TOL industry) while after 120\textsuperscript{th} days of fermentation samples from
both industries were clearly differentiated (with one exception; sample B-COP-4-A) pointing
out that the changes occurring during the fermentation process (time) were the main drivers of
fungal community composition (Fig 5). Thus, ANOSIM test indicated that there were not sta-
tistical significant differences (P<0.05) only among the Unweighted UniFrac distances when
comparing samples among the different sampling times.

Phylogenetic assignment of relevant genera

A total of 35 OTUs, assigned initially by the metagenetic analysis as \textit{Candida} spp. (16 OTUs),
\textit{Pichia} (15 OTUs), \textit{Debaryomyces} (2 OTUs) and \textit{Lodderomyces} (2 OTUs), were subjected to
phylogenetic assignment with the ITS sequences obtained from GenBank for diverse reference
type strains of related species. Fig 6 shows the phylogenetic tree obtained after application of maximum-likelihood method with Kimura 2-parameters. Two major clades can be distinguished; one of them included most of the Pichia OTUs together with the reference type strains of *Pichia membranifaciens*, *P. manshurica*, *P. fermentans*, *P. kluyveri*, and *P. kudriavzevii*. In the case of OTUs 0, 21, 28, 32, 61, 74, 82, 94, 108, and 121, the metagenetic approach was only able to assign them at genus level, but the phylogenetic study showed a close relation of those OTUs with the reference strain of *P. manshurica*. On the contrary, the OTUs 33, 53 and 90, albeit were included in the *Pichia* clade confirming the assignation carried out initially against the UNITE database, but could not be closely clustered with any of the type strains of *Pichia* included in the phylogenetic analysis which might indicate they are new taxa (or sequences are not available for comparison in the ITS database). The other large clade was mainly formed by OTUs initially assigned to *Candida*, *Debaryomyces*, and *Lodderomyces*. Thus, OTUs 6, 47, and 147 initially assigned as *Candida nyonensis* were phylogenetically related with the type strains.
of *Citeromyces nyonensis* (synonymous of *C. nyonensis*) and the *Citeromyces* clade. OTUs 8, 10, 51, 78, and 145 were related with the type strains of *C. parapsilosis* and *C. tropicalis* (OTUs 51 and 78 were only assigned initially as *Candida* spp.), whilst OTUs 2, 25, 26, 127, and 129 were related with the type strain of *C. diddensiae*. The closest species to the *Lodderomyces* OTUs, apart from the type strain ATCC 11503T, were *C. albicans* and *C. dubliniensis*, whilst the *D. hansenii* sequences (anamorph state *C. famata*) were related with *Meyerozyma guilliermondii* (anamorph state *C. guilliermondii*), *Candida olivae*, and *Candida germanica* type strains. Only OTU 63, initially assigned as *Pichia manshurica*, show a dubious position in the phylogenetic tree. Thus, the phylogenetic analysis confirms many of the initial assignment made against the UNITE database, and also related diverse OTUs that initially were assigned only at genus level with the type strains of certain *Pichia* and *Candida* species.

**Discussion**

The main physicochemical and microbiological changes which occurred during fermentation process of *Aloreña de Málaga* olives were related with a slight salt and titratable acidity increase. Both parameters were very similar in both industries and can be considered as the usual ones at the end of the fermentation process of this specialty of natural, cracked, green olives. The flavor and aroma of fermented olives were also tested by a training panel, not detecting the presence of abnormal taste or smells and resulting in the typical product (data not shown). Hence, the samples obtained for metabarcoding analysis can been considered as representative of this type of process, dominated by yeasts because of the high salt and low pH levels obtained [2].

Apart from table olives [23–24], metagenetic analysis has been also used to investigate the changes in bacterial communities in diverse vegetables in brines such as asparagus [34], cucumbers [35], and kimchi [36]. However, not special attention has been paid to the study of fungal communities in vegetables. These microorganisms are especially relevant in directly brined olives due to the inhibition of LAB by the presence of phenolic compounds [5–6, 9]. The only study on this matter was recently carried out by HiSeq Illumina sequencing to determine the fungal communities in serofluid dish, a traditional food in the Chinese culture made from vegetables by fermentation [37]. *Candida* and *Sporpachydermia* were the dominant genera found in that product. Thus, according to our knowledge, there is no available information regarding metagenetic yeast data in the specific case of table olives and vegetables in general. The metagenetic studies of fungal communities in food and beverages are scarce compared to bacteria, with the exception of some products such as fermented yak milk [38], kefir grains and milks [39], kombucha [40], sake [41], cocoa bean [42] and cheese [43] fermentations which all use the ITS as target region.

A great disadvantage of the ITS regions for metabarcoding analysis is related to taxonomical differentiation of phylogenetically related species for some genera that may have similar sequences. Hence, the databases and bioinformatics analysis give reliable microbial identification up to the level of the genus, as occurs in this paper, and they are less confident when used for assignment of fungi to the species level. In addition, a significant part of deposited ITS sequences are not updated or curated, following the latest studies in fungal taxonomy. For this
reason, in certain occasions a phylogenetic assignment with reference sequences is performed as a second step for accurate identification [44]. The problematic of differentiating closely related species using short DNA barcodes and pyrosequencing analysis with genus-specific primers was also recently discussed for the oomycete Phytophthora [45]. Nevertheless, in our study, this methodology allowed identification of initially assigned OTUs at genus level to P. manshurica and C. parapsilosis/C. tropicalis, and also the confirmation of the species C. diddensiae, D. hansenii, L. elongisporus, and C. nyonensis. Our data shows the need and usefulness of this dual approach for accurate and correct identification at species level of relevant fungal genera. However, despite the above limits and biases, the ITS region is widely accepted as the official fungal DNA barcode marker because it can be easily amplified and sequenced by different molecular approaches and provides enough resolution for most fungal species.

Amplicons were analysed with QIIME using a high quality filtering set up in order to minimize the impact of sequencing errors and achieve a reliable identification of fungi population. Despite the high number of taxa identified, few genera accounted for most reads. This way, a conspicuous part of sequences detected were associated with well-known fermentative yeasts. In particular, the genera Zygotorulaspora and Pichia were found in the raw material, fresh fruits and brines during all the course of fermentation (at least in one of the industries), representing 55.43% of the total of sequences obtained. Thus, they can be considered as the most representative fungi genera of this table olive specialty. The species Z. mraikii and P. manshurica were the most important species included in these genera. Candida (with 12.3% of total sequences) and Saccharomyces (9.13%) were also some genera detected with certain frequency during the fermentation process. The genera Candida, Pichia, Zygotorulaspora, and Saccharomyces have been previously described by molecular methods as usual components of the fungal population present during elaboration of Aloreña de Málaga [13, 18–20] and other natural table olive elaborations [11–12, 15–17]. Apart from sugar consumption, diverse species of these genera have relevant technological and probiotic characteristics with application in table olive processing, such as production of killer toxins, aromatic compounds, degradation of bitter glucosides, lipase and esterase activities, production of vitamins, biodegradation and bioadsorption of mycotoxins, etc. [9]. The presence of these fermentative yeasts was most habitual during the course of fermentation, except Candida spp. which was also detected at high frequencies in the fruits at the moment of reception in the industry.

In our study, the methodology used has also allowed the identification of diverse non-fermentative fungi genera which could play other roles during table olive processing. Some of these genera have been previously described as phytopathogenic microorganisms in olive and other plants, such as Alternaria, Phoma, Pyrenochaeta, and Bionectria [44]. However, all them together only represented 0.31% of total sequences, mainly detected at the early stages of fermentation. Thus, their influence on the fermentative process must be scarce. Cladosporium and Aurobasidium spp. were also detected in the Aloreña samples, mainly in fresh fruits or at the beginning of fermentation, with 5.34% of the total sequences. Both genera were also previously detected by pyrosequencing analysis in leaves, flowers and fruits of olives, suggesting a possible competitive action against the fungal plant pathogens described above [44]. Finally, the study shows also the presence of Penicillium (practically in all samples) and Aspergillus, both of them considered undesirable microorganisms because of their ability to produce mycotoxins and cellulose and xylanase activities which can produce softening of fruits. Both spoilage genera have been previously described in different table olive processing in presence of oxygen [46–48] and represented the 8.09% of total sequences obtained. Penicillium spp. seems to be specially adapted to the fermentative process, because of their presence practically in all samples analyzed.
In summary, results obtained of the present work reveal the complex structure of the fungal community in natural table olive fermentations, from raw material to edible fruits. The fungal consortia showed to contain phytopathogenic, epiphytic, spoilage and fermentative microorganisms that can have a significant impact in the production of this table olive specialty, typically dominated by yeasts. Also, although some differences were found between both industries, the global diversity patterns were maintained. We consider that this type of studies are needed to enhance our knowledge of the microbiology of table olive fermentations and fungi in foods. Further studies are also necessary to determine the specific role played by these genera on the quality and safety of table olives.
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